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The Wall Street Journal and HP Calculators 
Richard J. Nelson 

 

In the spring of 1981 The Wall Street Journal started a project that may be described as a successful 
experiment that failed.  The thinking was that the readers of the Wall Street Journal would want to read a 
magazine that was called the Wall Street Journal Magazine.  A business plan was prepared, a publication 
staff was assembled, and the first issue was printed in what I assume was a limited quantity.  They used 
Down Jones editors and free lance editors to write the articles.  This was a very professional high powered 
project.  One of the two major sections of the proposed magazine was a Living section. 
 

The first issue was published with a June 1981 date.  Consumer electronics was starting to blossom and 
HP was inspiring the market with leading edge products.  Their users were well organized and it was 
unusual to write an article on the normally dry subject of scientific calculators in a publication of this 
type.  To write this article they went to the late Hugh Kenner, a very well know writer who had a special  
ability to see the whole picture of a complex subject. 
 

Hugh was a member of the HP Calculator User’s Group called PPC so he knew what was happening with 
one of HP’s most successful calculator products, the HP-41.  This machine was unusual because it had 
four expansion ports and HP envisioned the HP-41 as part of a complete “personal computer” system.  A 
system has to be connected, and HP engineered a brilliant way of connecting components together called 
the Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop or HP-IL.  Because the HP-41 was a full alphanumeric calculator its 
use went far beyond normal number crunching.  
 

It was not the HP-41 that Hugh wrote about; it was the unusually creative uses that HP’s customers were 
finding for the HP-41 system that he brilliantly described.  Hugh knew this topic very well because of his 
PPC membership and the sharing of cutting edge applications that were being published in the Club’s 
news letter, the PPC Journal. 
 

Here are some article facts on this excellent historical description of HP calculator users titled, 
Calcunuts.  This bit of history is important because this exceptional article was never read by its 
intended audience. 
 

1.  People mentioned in the article:  Hugh Kenner*, Bill Wickes, Ron Knapp, Richard Nelson, Paz Nelson, 
Duke Castle (HP), John Rausch, Hal Brown, James J. Davidson*, Gary M. Tenzer, Dean Lampman*, 
Emmett Ingram, Henry Horn* (HP), Joseph Weizenbaun, John McGechie*, Jack Kahoun & Valentin Albillo.   

 

2.  HP calculators mentioned:  HP-25, 33C, 35, 41C, 45, & 65. 
 

3.  The slick colored magazine article was a full seven pages starting on page 52 in the "living" section. 
 

4.  Article photos: Full page width Bill Wickes with HP-41 system, p52; HP-41 backwards flying 
goose, p53; HP-41 System, p54; HP-41 Alpha display, p55; HP-41 Display of John Rausch's Hang 
man game, p56. 

 

5.  Separate Box's with special topics:  A Slice of Pi, Ron Knapp's HP-41 print out of the calculation of 
1,000 digits of Pi printed on the HP-41 IL printer, p54; A Smear Campaign describes Valentin 
Albillo’s HP-41 Othello Program; What You Do When You Program describes programming, shows 
an HP-41 magnetic card and a bar code.  I don't remember if I "sneaked" in the barcode without them 
knowing what it said.  It said "JOIN PPC."  Thanks to Jake Schwartz for preparing the bar code. 

 

6. The article says the introduction date of the HP-65 was January 17, 1974.  Hugh described this as Day 
1 and that the club, which had 15,000 members world wide pass through its ranks, started on day 120. 

 

Enjoy reading a bit of calculator history in the article that was published 25 years ago and is reproduced 
on the pages that follow.  
 

* indicates that these people are no longer with us, including the author. 
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